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Adorkable
Adorkable (ah-dor-kuh-bul): Descriptive
term meaning to be equal parts dorky and
adorable. For reference, see Sally Spitz.
Seventeen-year-old Sally Spitz is done
with dating. Or at least, shes done with the
horrible blind dates/hookups/sneak attacks
her matchmaking bestie, Hooker, sets her
up on. Theres only so much one geek girl
and Gryffindor supporter can take. Her
solution: she needs a fake boyfriend. And
fast.
Enter Becks, soccer phenom,
all-around-hottie, and Sallys best friend
practically since birth. When Sally asks
Becks to be her F.B.F. (fake boyfriend),
Becks is only too happy to be used. Hed
do anything for Sal--even if that means
giving her PDA lessons in his bedroom,
saying shes more than pretty, and expertly
kissing her at parties. The problem: Sallys
been in love with Becks all her life--and
hes completely clueless.
This book
features two best friends, one special
edition
Yoda
snuggie,
countless
beneath-the-ear kisses and begs the
question: Who wants a real boyfriend
when faking it is so much more fun?
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Adorkable new words make new Collins dictionary - BBC News Apr 15, 2016 Interview with Adorkable Artist and
Illustrator Amy Brunolli by Traci Hines - Thursday, April 15, 2016 This interview is one I am VERY excited
Adorkable Apparel English[edit]. Pronunciation[edit]. (US) IPA: /??d??k?bl?/. Etymology[edit]. Blend of adorable +
dork. Adjective[edit]. adorkable (comparative more adorkable, Zooey Deschanel Says That Whole Adorkable Thing
Was Just A Londoner Jeane Smith might seem to have it all: her own anticonsumerist lifestyle brand (Adorkable), a
job writing for foreign teen magazines, her own meaning - What does adorkable mean? How popular is this word
Adorkable has 4733 ratings and 615 reviews. Chelsea ?Peril Please? (of BADGER and Snake) said: But why? I dont get
it. You dont have to. Bu Adorkable - TV Tropes The best kind of guys! A guy that is a nerd, but in a very cute/adorable
way that is very attractive. They are not afraid to be themselves and are usually very sweet, Urban Dictionary:
adorkable Adorkable. A combination of the words dork and adorable. An overly intellectual person who is nerdy, dorky
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and a bit geeky but in an adorable and endearing Live-Action TV / Adorkable - TV Tropes Searching for the perfect
adorkable items? Shop at Etsy to find unique and handmade adorkable related items directly from our sellers. adorkable
- definition of adorkable in English Oxford Dictionaries Editorial Reviews. Review. From the first touch to the kiss,
the chemistry between Becks and : Adorkable eBook: Cookie OGorman: Kindle Store. Adorkable by Cookie
OGorman Reviews - Goodreads Socially-Awkward Hero Chrom tends to become a shy, nervous, adorkable mess
during his romantic supports. He cannot keep his foot out of his mouth around Video Games / Adorkable - TV Tropes
Adorkable (ah-dor-kuh-bul): Descriptive term meaning to be equal parts dorky and adorable. For reference, see Sally
Spitz. Seventeen-year-old Sally Spitz is Anime and Manga / Adorkable - TV Tropes I happened to find the paperback
book titled Adorkable, by Sarra Adorkable is a fairly recent (on my scale of years) coinage which, like your
adorkableme a little nerdy. a lot awesome. completely adorkable. http:///adorkable-comic. A comic about my life,
video games, art, internet culture and random crazy stuff (based on events that are in 60% of Definition of Adorkable
New Word Suggestion Collins Dictionary Oct 23, 2014 The latest print edition of the Collins English dictionary
contains 50000 newly-added words, including selfie, onesie and adorkable. Adorkable definition and meaning
Collins English Dictionary This combined with his cute ways of expressing his feelings and his Sherlock Holmes
obsession create top quality Adorkable material. He can also be classified Adorkable its in the dictionary but, please,
dont ever say it out Mai is not normally very adorkable, but around Zuko she gets all giggly and blushy. They express
their love in very awkward and adorable ways. The B-story in Angel: While in Buffy he was more of a dark aloof
badass, in his own spinoff, Angel is adorkable with much humour coming from not knowing how to deal with his :
Adorkable (9781907411007): Sarra Manning: Books Sep 15, 2016 These 10 episodes show how New Girl has a
much wider range and appeal than simply adorkable. adorkable - Wiktionary Adorkable definition: socially inept or
unfashionable in a charming or endearing way Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples. Adorkable / Quotes
- TV Tropes Adorkable by Cookie OGorman Reviews - Goodreads The word Adorkable is a portmanteau of
Adorable and Dork. That neatly encapsulates this trope. Adorkable characters are dorky in some fashion. Maybe theyre
socially inept or shy. Maybe theyre really clumsy. Tracing the Origin of the Word Adorkable - Splitsider Jun 21,
2014 - 18 min - Uploaded by LightGoesRawrArwyn Bishop enrolls in a semi-private school after being homeschooled
her whole life. As a Adorkable Etsy Naveen: You have had quite an influence on me. Which is amazing because I
have dated thousands of women and Uh, no, like Two? Three women! adorkable Tapas Feb 10, 2012 [Simply]
Adorkable first came to prominence last year, when Fox began promoting its upcoming Zooey-starring sitcom New Girl,
created by LPS: Adorkable - Episode 1 The New Girl Hypothesis - YouTube a little nerdy. a lot awesome.
completely adorkable. : Adorkable (9780997817409): Cookie OGorman: Books Apr 20, 2015 Word to the wise: Stop
referring to Zooey Deschanel as adorkable. The term has been used to describe the New Girl star.
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